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Mouse Simulator 1.23 Description Mouse Simulator (Package Name: com.avelog.mouse) is developed by Avelog and the latest version of Mouse Simulator 1.23 has been updated on March 27, 2020. Mouse Simulator is in the Simulation category. You can check all applications from the Mouse Simulator developer and find 90 alternative
apps to Mouse Simulator on Android. Currently, this app is free. This app can be downloaded on Android 4.1+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files on APKFab.com are genuine and 100% safe with quick download. Feel in the skin of a small rodent - mice!- TWO PLACES. Huge forest and cottage. Live in your remote hole in the
forest or in the cottage. In the cottage you need to show all your agility, climb on the surfaces of the fabric, jump from the shelf on the shelf, from furniture to furniture, on the way to the necessary object.- HUSBAND. At level 10, you can find a pair. Walk with your friend, raise her \ho mood and your husband will help collect resources.BABY. At level 20, you can have a baby. Feed him and then teach independent life how this world works. After which he will stay with you for some time, and then go create your own family!- FINDING, collecting and stealing resources. 19 different sources. Collect resources in the forest - nuts, berries, branches, mushrooms, hay, (do not
try to eat amanitas). Or steal them from people in the cottage - cheese, bread, cat food, coins, handkerchiefs, spounge, toy, rings, paper, threads ... Nothing! Even the mousetrap XD!- BUILDING. 11 different structures. Crafting from sources of different designs that give you different bonuses.- UPGRADE AND REPAIR. Upgrade the nest
both in the forest and in the cottage, fix the nest, because it collapses with time!- QUESTS AND QUEST CHAINS. Perform tasks and gain experience! About 50 different quests!- BATTLE. You can fight with other animals or with spiders. Avoid predatory animals! Although, maybe one day you will be able to beat the cat!- SKINS. Many
different skins, some of which work not only for you, but also for your family. Skins give you super bonuses. For example, you can become a ghost, a home mouse or a mouse knight who fights with cats and so on ... It is not necessary to spend real money, all skins can be purchased for the usual food that you have collected!Achievements and table leaders. Do Achievements, compete with friends, there is also a Leaderboard, improve yourself and show who is the best mouse in the world! Attention:1) All purchases made for real money are automatically restored in case of deletion of the application or deletion save.2) If you find an error (error) in the
application, write to us, if the error is confirmed, thank you by disabling the banner. They have a good game! Sincerely, Avelog games. Mouse Simulator 1.23 Error Update Read more Mouse Simulator – Android functional rodent ash simulator, trying to survive alone in the deadly conditions of the surrounding aggressive world. The main
task – to explore numerous three-dimensional locations, collect food and useful resources, build burrows with many arcades and storage rooms, drive their glaring competitors out of the territory and hide from hungry predators, and, of course, constantly improve their accumulated ranking to get a good ranking on the global rankings. In
short, the objectives and missions of the game Mouse Simulatorobound, and to carry out the whole package goes from a few hours long game time. Our happy protagonist - he relied on your support and comprehensive. But to have problems after starting the game has just begun – choose the infirmary, the configuration of the
appearance and main characteristics, a number of air conditioning, do not allow, in the short term to achieve the desired result, the constant struggle with hunger and seed ... But all the details are still in the process of learning – ignore not recommended, So that understanding at least one aspect, can say goodbye to dreams of peace and
tranquility of rat life. As we have already said, a lot of game time due to varied fundraising - all well the protagonist pulls into his lair and subsequently can communicate with him. For example, an old piece of батона will help to survive a year of famine, but paper and hay are useful for heating the apartment. Fighting enemies (naturally
successfully executed) allows you to draw rodent features and unlock a number of other talents and opportunities. Then, after some time, you will be able to take to the hole husband, and there, and even the children's hand. In fact, this and other problems adds (excess mouth), but brings a basic variety of the game. It's worth thanking the
guys from Avelog for the thoughtful gameplay and weight that's available to implement the features. And do not forget about the quality of graphic design – many details trace the location, racing built game world, full of realistic sounds, funny model of gray heroes, unique dress clothes and accessories... Free Fire - Battlefield Faster and
More Challenging Battle Royale Popular Battle Royale, now on Android Find the Impostor ... Before it's too late! Will you survive the night at Freddy's? Five nights on Freddy's 2 Freddy's Terror Is Back Discover your neighbor's secret Create a character, decorate your house and chat with friends Smaller versions of PUBG Mobile SHA256
App Info Download APK Mod [1.23](60.57 MB) Mouse Simulator DescriptionThis game is a world of mice, the life of a mouse we have not experienced, in this game that can experience how the life of a mouse, the life of a mouse is so wonderful, you have mouse perspectives, it seems that the world is so big - .com You can enter the
human house, you can make trouble , you can also find food, but be careful not to find people. Game simulation experience is a very realistic, very rich game, worth playing simulator game player experience. This game is the same as other animal simulators, but this game does not have to upgrade to skills. Internet Allows access to the
Internet network. com.android.vending.BILLING App customer permissions. Network Status Access Allows access to network information. Writing external storage allows you to write to external storage, such as an SD card. Reading external storage allows you to read from external storage, such as an SD card. ALL VERSION Mouse
Simulator is a simulation game where we become a field mouse that needs to get food to try to survive. It turns out that the protagonist is a rodent, not much different from action games of the type of survival, where we control a person to perform various actions in an open scenario. Help small mice survive in different places such as a
huge forest or cottage, climbing areas or jumping different surfaces. Here we have a wildlife simulator for the mouse, which must face various dangers related to its existence. Check out some of the game's best features: Visit different locations. Face various dangers. Find your partner and secure your offspring. Collect food and store.
Fight the other animals like a giant spider. Gain experience by performing tasks. Customize your mouse with different skins: ghost mouse, street mouse, homemade ... By the way, you will not have to spend your money, simply buy it with the food you have collected. Collected.
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